EQUINE INSPIRED LLC
252 Sessions Drive
Aiken, South Carolina 29803
(855) 469-4677

Thank you for contacting us about your interest in our saddles.
At the present time, we do not have a sales representative in your area, but that will not prevent you
from purchasing one of our saddles that is custom made for you and your horse—you have a few options here:
A.) The do-it-yourself method. I have made a fitting form kit, that includes measuring devices, instructions of how to use those devices to measure your horse, how to transfer those measurements to a
furnished graph chart, and samples of pictures I would like you to take of you and your horse.

This kit is yours to keep, which will be necessary to re-measure your horse for future readjustments.
This will give me the exact material to determine the tree, gullet-plate, types of panels, and billeting system for your horse. In addition, with your pictures and measurements, I will also be able to determine
the seat configuration, depth of seat, stirrup-bar location, length, width, and rotation of flap required for
your shoulder-hip-heel position. However, because we always want to insure that your saddle can be
readjusted as your horse makes positive muscular/skeletal changes, we will need to have your saddle
sent to us for free adjustments when your horse makes those (In the states, by using USPS it is not only
inexpensive, it is as fast as FedEx —Outside the U.S. you can use our DHL account which amounts to 1/2
of normal shipping - Custom and Duties do not apply) With notification, we can do a one day turnaround.
(B.) Getting help from a qualified saddle-fitter. This method allows me to work with a saddle-fitter that
has the experience of measuring a saddle for a horse. Although most don’t know how to measure the
saddle for a rider, you and with the aid of a friend, can easily make those required measurements, answer the questions about your position when riding, and take the necessary pictures to insure that we
can address your physical needs. For future adjustments required when your horse makes positive
muscular/skeletal changes, I will not only instruct them how to make those required adjustments, but
also provide them a free tree-machine, which is required for adjusting our very strong gullet plate.

(C.) Become a saddle-fitter yourself. This is where a client comes for 4-5 days and works with me as I visit
stables to sell and adjust saddles. I also teach them how to measure a horse and rider for a saddle, how to
determine the model of saddle that would be required for the genetic traits of a woman. You will also be
able to ride in a saddle that was designed for your physical anomalies. In addition, you will learn how to to
adjust your saddle for that perfect fit; allowing your horse to move with the least amount of resistance from
saddle and rider, and give you the ability to ride in your relaxed shoulder-hip-heel position. You will also receive a new tree-machine, and the course is free - you will be responsible for travel expenses, meals and
lodging.
The tree machine that I have designed can easily open and close the tree points of a saddle, plus change the openness of
the yoke of the saddle. This may sound scary, but with my instructions and your ability to practice on other saddles while
training with me, you will be surprised how easy it is to make those correct readjustments.

To take this a step further, I also have an on-line class to broaden your education about the diverse anatomies of horse
and rider and become a certified saddle-fitter. In addition, you can also be a representative for us where you can either
have a well-paying full-time, or part-time job selling our line of saddles, and also learning how to adjust all brands of
saddles.
These are a sample of our on line videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZBTeY5LH8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFLh4_Edh-Q
I can be reached either through our web site, or call (855) 469-4677

